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B: Oh, and I was doing location sound and
some camera for that film also. But I met Gijs
through Ruchama also.

INTERVIEW WITH TIM VOSS

RN: We’d had regular salon-like meetings
around a backyard campfire in Amsterdam,
and this is where some of our initial ideas
came to light. I think these meetings were
where Civic Virtue was born. There were
some plans made — some of which we actually remembered the next day even seemed to
have taken form over time. Around 2009 we
did some civic-tourism to some historical
places, and we also joined a few early protests
against the crisis-cuts (‘austerity measures’) in
Holland.

TIM VOSS: So — Ruchama, Gijs, Gertrud, GRT: And that’s also when we used a sewing
Brian — we’re gathering here on a kind of noc- machine for the first time. I think we had to fix
turnal, shared web-drive document. When and this sewing machine that Ruchama had found.
how did you meet? Give us a start of the story.
GB: Those protests provided us with a context
RUCHAMA NOORDA: I met Gijs in the Hague to don Phrygian head wear!
at art school (KABK), at the end of the 1990’s
I think. I met Brian in the kitchen of the Sand- B: And for making badges and signs also.
berg Institute.
But the cops stole the sticks from our protest
signs claiming that they were weapons. They
BRIAN MCKENNA: Yeah, the Sandberg In- also ran off with our actual sign boards at one
stitute. Ruchama performed quite simply the point.
weirdest artist talk I’d ever seen.
GB: Yes we even found a picture on an internet
RN: Oh that, when I had spoken in tongues and news site in which they were posing with one
then you asked if I was German.
of our signs.
B: Exactly, yeah.
GEIRTHRUDUR FINNBOGADOTTIR
HJORVAR: I met Ruchama and Brian at a party.
B: Also at an art education institution …
GRT: … and then Gijs through Ruchama.
GIJSBERT WAHL: You asked me to pose as
an actor amongst the real actors in your filmproject.

RN: These group activities were reflected in our in 1520, which exposed the whole building comlater work to some extent, as well as the con- plex for a brief moment, before it returned untinuous dialogue between us.
derwater to where it still remains. As the story
goes, it may have been on this very spot that the
TV: Your first collective solo-show was in Am- emperor Caligula had lined up his soldiers to
sterdam, how did this come about?
declare war upon Neptune, god of the sea. After
claiming victory over the ocean, he commandGRT: Our first exhibition at Arti et Amicitiae ed his men to collect sea-shells as war booty.
was very influenced by the conversations we At the same time, I had this fascination with
were having. My proposal to Arti was for a the slogan of the French revolution: “Freedom,
group show consisting of, more-or-less, the cur- Equality and Brotherhood”, which seemed to
rent members of Civic Virtue. Mounira Al Solh connect a lot of ideas and symbols. I think that
joined this show also, specifically because of her Gijs was simultaneously working on the very
work dealing with Rousseau.
same topic.
RN: Arti et Amicitiae has a more radical history
than how they tend to be perceived nowadays.
Meaning “arts and friendship” in Latin, this
19th century artists’ society became a backdrop
to our ideas in the exhibition. We dove into
their archives, and through this research a number of objects and images from their collection
found their way into our exhibition.
GRT: The original idea behind the show was
also very connected to currents events in Iceland for me. The financial collapse and small
revolution had just happened, and since I was
living abroad, it was this moment in history that
I did and didn’t belong to. It made me want to
go and look at all the revolutions in history, and
to look at different scenarios that could emerge
as a kind of ‘fast-forward to the future’ option.
Ergo, an interest in the French Revolution and,
with its radical underbelly, Roman history.
RN: We went along with Gertrude’s fascination
for the Romans, which sometimes took obsessive forms. When we went to look for the remains of Lugdunum Batavorum for instance;
it’s supposed to be under the delta of the Rhine
near Katwijk. I think that it was too wet and
swampy for them and their sandals, the river
was a natural border to the North which the Romans wouldn’t cross. Lugdunum was a fortress
on this border. It was last seen during a storm

GB: Indeed, I was also reflecting on the slogan
“Liberté, Égalité, Fraternité, ou la Mort”. In
it, ‘Brotherhood’ had always been a little awkward, especially when it came to law-making in
the age of Enlightenment. It’s a difficult subject
to deal with in rationalistic terms, however, I
think it’s a most important concept that should
be taken into account when envisioning ideas of
the Enlightenment. As a single phrase, it unites
ideas of family bonds with barbaric-cult tribalism, as well as with an expansion upon the
concept of friendship within a highly civilized
culture.
B: I’d been thinking about the use of symmetry and ratio through classical and Neoclassical architecture for quite some time, so our
first show became a good outlet for this. As a
rather structurally minded person, I’ve often
held that the relationships between individual
parts is, or can be, more important than the
parts themselves. We all gave lectures after the
show about our perspectives, motivations, and
research. These lectures were all quite formative I suppose.
TV: We met for the first time in 2010, where
you proposed your group to me at W139, as
something of a continuation of your Arti show
in Amsterdam. I was immediately captured.
This kind of re-enactment of old avant-gardist
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techniques was quite familiar to me through
my own art-practice, and in the context of my
teacher, Stephan Dillemuth at the HFBK academy in Hamburg. It pursued the hope of stepping closer to a ‘revolutionary essence’, and the
hope that this might tell us something about
current times.
However, the problem for me was that I felt
maybe a bit too connected to your methods.
Perhaps also because your collective practice
was just beginning. I started to respond to your
questions with answers coming from my own
past, and from groups I had in mind such as the
Honey-Suckle Company and Bernadette Corporation. So I thought, “let’s send them away
again, but stay connected; let’s see how they
will develop their own language.” To propose a
‘tour’ seemed to be a good solution: to organize
some shows, somewhere else, and then to conclude the tour at W139 in a year or so …
B: To go on tour, “like a band”, as Tim put it.
With a personal history in music, I was really
into this. Besides the conceptual potential, such
a course would work to solidify our group more
as an artist collective.
RN: I thought we were already a collective
somehow. We traveled to Friesland, and the far
right & left?
GRT: That was somewhere between the ‘Civic
Virtue I’ exhibition and when we were considering to make a proposal for W139. At that point
we were using Civic Virtue as the title of a single exhibition, a group exhibition, but conceiving of the thing as an organically grown whole,
rather than individual works in the same space.
The first show confirmed that we could function
collectively, not just socially but also as artists.
We still take the social side of things very seriously though.
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that could be understood as civil conversation
was in formation. Excursions had, perhaps coincidentally, already become an aesthetic format for us. A format which could unify our interests in history, radicality, tradition, and the
social experiment.
TV: What I also liked about this touring like
a band-idea, thinking about it as an allegory,
was this social construction it implements. You
4 playing different instruments — producing
harmony, disharmony, distortion and silence.
And with this different physical presence on
stage, as stereotypes — sweating drummer,
front-woman/man on the mic, the reserved
bass-player, the melodic guitarist … Or — as archetypes — thinking about your tour as a mythological journey for the characters. So how do
you function? Who is sweating the most?
GRT: Yeah, who is the drummer? … We once
worked out that we had two bass players and
two singers, so I don’t know how that works out
for the sound of the band …
B: As an immediate reaction to the band-concept, I gave Geirthrudur a bass-guitar to pose
for some photos — I just figured she was the
‘bassplayer-type’ for some reason. Within an
hour she was actually shredding on the thing
like a true punk-rock superstar. I was quite
happy to find a prodigal student and, naturally,
a course of proper lessons quickly ensued.

GB: With ‘the band’ as our schematic, finding
our roles would be part of the social experiment of working together. But this could be a
conclusion rather than a starting point. A conclusion we will hopefully never fully reach, as
that would reduce the potential of each member to a specific group-function. I believe that
more interesting and complex notions and visions about identity, function and social being
GB: Even with our first excursions, to Scheve- will arise from ongoing experimentation — from
ningen and Delft in early 2009, our merging of structuralized refusals of assumed identities.
personal leisurely reflections into something It’s possible to afford the luxury of being less of

a finished product when part of a group. Frater- “Siri”, the dictation device on my phone, and
nity instead of neatly packaged identities!
it transcribed the Dutch into English according to what it thought it had heard. Confronting
B: For me, in contrast to visual arts, there’s just the algorithms of Siri and Google with things
something hard-coded about the will-to-collec- they cannot understand is a way to make the
tivity and fraternity in music making. It’s just algorithms speak about themselves - it reveals
kind of how it goes: you learn an instrument, their own choice of expression. I call this ‘Aujoin a band, practice, play some local concerts, tosociography’.
hit the road and take it on tour … Making and
presenting something together and going out B: The text was like a Surrealist stream-of-coninto the world — it can become an almost spiri- sciousness, but surprisingly cohesive.
tual pursuit. The forming of bands is part of an
ethic I grew up with and it’s always seemed like RN: We exhibited this recording at the Lettera really normal course for me. Besides offering gieterij, a former type foundry in Amsterdam
some quick and easy roles to fall into, adopt- on the occasion of the hundredth anniversary of
ing (and hopefully expanding upon) traditional the socialistic ‘Hollandsche Mediæval’ typeface.
stereotypes would just seem like part of the fun.
Within the visual arts, the will-to-collectivity is
definitely there also, but gallery/museum systems seem far more committed to perpetuating
‘the myth of the lone genius’. By and large, it’s
the solo-career-artist that’s encouraged and
catered to. Is it just me or is it really just like
that? Is this some kind of long-standing ‘divide
& conquer’ campaign going on here? Has such
collectivity in the art-world become some kind
of radical stance nowadays?
GB: Collectivity is a threat.
B: Or a conveniently ignored fact. Collectives B: Subsequently we also sang as a chorus for
are everywhere in the visual arts, but they’re Kinga Kielczynska’s After the Butcher perfornot always easy to recognize. Without some pre- mance in Berlin.
fabricated schema to follow, it has been something of a challenge to define our individual
functions within an art collective.
RN: Last year we musically chanted a ‘gospelhouse-opera’, an audio piece for the Type &
Characters exhibition, based on a speech by F. D.
Nieuwenhuis (Netherlands’ first prominent socialist), about the railway strike of 1903 — it was
a Dutch text translated by Google into English.
GB: Actually it was not so much translated as
(poorly) transcribed. I had read the text into
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the ruling order. The ‘ruling order’ can be defined as the result of a compromise achieved between different blocks of power in each society.
(And with ‘power’, I mean that some is political and some is financial, whilst some has been
built upon popular will or popular opinion). The
results of such compromises can be very cynical,
especially when they start to revolve around the
idea of holding power for its own sake, and in
the Machiavellian sense of strategy-through-apolitics-of-force-and-deceit, they are effective
precisely to the degree that these compromises
become a self-fulfilling prophesy.
To reclaim virtue from the grips of the ‘ruling
order’, the idea of virtue rests upon the ability
to imagine and enable models which lie outside
of this formula; as part of their civic duty.

subjectivity and decay. How signs may travel
within objects, and how objects may travel
through time.
RN: The 5 × 4 meter, City Maiden wall drawing was a contemplation of the female body in
relation to the reproduction of forms, of people, and of culture. Of ‘fertility’ in the broader
sense. The style of drawing was inspired by the
early caricature drawings which won popularity around the time of the French Revolution.
Caricature was then employed to make serious,
social or political points, along with other propagandistic material.

B: Do ideas have a civic duty?
GB: The concept of civic virtue reveals a third
possibility to exist as a social being within a
group, other than either being friends or all
being forced into collectivity as individuals.
However, I suspect that the links between the
concept of civic virtues and the concrete objects
and gestures of reality have been broken down.
Civic Virtue experiments with ways to reinstate
a domain in which these symbols and gestures
can exist.
TV: When I consider the title Civic Virtue (burgelijke deugd), I have to think for instance about the scores of civic-guard portraits
painted in Amsterdam during the 17th century,
like Rembrandt’s Night Watch. A historical
‘praise’ of the civic virtue. So what’s the promise in a ‘civic virtue’ for you nowadays?
GB: As a rather abstract term, the link between
the concept of civic virtues and the actions to
which such concepts may apply has always been
mediated by a common body of morals, symbols
and allegories. Civic Virtue aims to position itself as this concept’s extension, and to be a collective social experiment which can be called

‘virtuous’ so long as the experiment endures. If
we are to relegate the concept back to something that can have a concrete function within
a social group, and society at large, it is important to confuse ‘civic virtue the concept’ with
‘Civic Virtue the collective’.
B: At the very least, we can certainly hope the
concept will outlive the collective.
GRT: We wanted to make virtue fashionable
again. It seems a strange irony that virtue has
been confiscated by a kind of conservative moralism, but the origins of virtue have always
been something radical which seeks to oppose

GRT: We thought that introducing the aesthetics of virtue represented an interesting course
of action. Sometime we took on the appearance
of taking sides with a seemingly conservative
stance, and at other moments we would easily drift into the radical underside of the contemporary landscape. One consistent factor
has been an interchanging metaphor between
social experiment and allegories of the human
body as forms of (self) governance. I showed
a beheaded Roman statue, “a head of state”
in Civic Virtue I, and this was strategically
paired with Ruchama’s City Maiden. They
were both comments about the relationships
between representation and the human body,

GRT: Gijs introduced a more philosophically
based history of politics, and it was in this context that Leviathan began to pop up as a radical
visualization of the relationship between individuals and organized masses of people.
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B: Our Hobbesian antithesis to Freud.
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the politics of power and towards a practice of
collectivity.
That’s how we think of our project to re-appropriate virtue — we think it’s a fundamentally
bohemian concept.
GB: I won’t grow a beard.
GRT: And the moment before a revolution is always fertile with the promise of virtue!
RN: Bunch of hippies! I will raise a statue of
civil disobedience in fine porcelain for all of
you.

GRT: And of course Brian introduced us to the
beavers! This is the animal that behaves just
like the people in the Leviathan cover illustration — they display a collective will, and they
form groups that get things done as they build
their dams and lodges.

GB: However, I do think there is an important
difference between us and the bohemians at the
turn of last century. They placed themselves on
the fringe of, or beyond the frames of common
society, which were to become the front-lines
of the future (the avant-garde). I don’t think
we should be placing ourselves at the fringes in
such a way, (with recognizable features like a
beard and so), but rather seeking to create different centres of focus within society. If all the
forces of survival strive to divide the people as
much as possible, into isolated identities in the
most strict sense, that is if they start functioning like brands, then it would not do to present
oneself through such a recognizable identity.
Instead, I would suggest to seek ways of undermining such trends, and to refuse such ideas of
identity. I prefer the term ‘identity’ in its more
literal meaning: ‘equal’, ‘is the same as’, a connective sign instead of an exclusive one.

B: Yeah, nature’s architect. They’re full of
symbolic potential. Indeed, it became more
and more interesting to discover the nodes at
which the works and processes began to overlap
through this exhibition. At one point it became
obvious that the works were regarding one another … and us. As if the works, some of which
were much older and (thus) smarter than us,
were just co-opting our efforts into their own
mysterious schemes. A physical and psychic hierarchy between the works quickly developed,
and our desires to ascribe personal or political
meanings were quickly overruled by a much
more deeply seeded set of historico-political
realities.
B: Hmm, self-exclusion is a risky business.
GRT: But we weren’t so much interested in ana- GB: Exactly!
lyzing the reality of political power, so much
as we were looking for useful models in a more
practical sense — ones that were not relying on
pragmatic cynicism. We thought it would be
more effective to look at moments in history
and events that were ripe with collectivity so as
to find other ways of doing things, away from
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TV: Your appropriation of the civic virtues,
as well as describing yourselves within, and
as, your own cooperative body, comes along
with your interests in Neoclassicism. You refer
to your collective as a ‘Neoclassical Revival’. Coinciding with the 18th century Age of Enlightenment, Neoclassicism drew inspiration from the
classical art and culture of ancient Rome and
Ancient Greece. So how do you refer to that? Is
this a part of your ‘recreational aesthetics’ approach?
B: As nemesis to the historical Avant-garde,
Neoclassicism is rather taboo territory. In the
early 20th century, to be a Neoclassicist was to
be a propagandist for the old-order Bourgeoisie
and, consciously or not, to be an agent of the traditional Bourgeois politics of concealed (and/or

overt) barbarism. The historical Avant-garde
has existed as an organized opposition to such
structures of elite rule, and a great number of
anxieties towards Neoclassical sentiments persist amongst those who would align themselves
to the legacy of Avant-garde movements (like
DADA for instance). Our engagement with
Neoclassicism, is a call for the reclamation of
existing Neoclassical infrastructures. It’s a
chance to liberate essential forms from ruling
order — elitist monopolization and distortion,
and employ them for the more egalitarian purposes for which they were initially intended. It’s
something akin to taking contemporary democratic institutions seriously, and using them for
exactly what they pretend to be. Perhaps it’s a
bit utopian, but we see this as a virtuous activity
in its own right.
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GRT: Sometimes it seems that the most radical
thing to do, is to actually take ideas and institutions seriously — at the face value of what they
claim to be. I find it a more interesting approach
than to be reflexively defensive. The origins of
certain ideas may often be essential, original,
sincere and inspiring, despite later reactionary-phase incarnations. Disenfranchised and
wholesale negative assumptions about ideas or
institutions can, however, close a lot of doors
to meaningful participation and reform. If you
look at Neoclassic fashion, it can be perceived as
more radical than a lot of contemporary ‘radical ideology’ fashion — which can probably be
perceived as being equally corrupt, or alienated
from its origins — a Baroque painting in its most
decadent phase for instance.
GB: Neoclassicism may indeed have even started
as a revolutionary new language, which was to
replace the language of the monarchic hierarchical state, but it soon enough became a decorum rather than a language, as is the case with
the Empire Style. Something to be enjoyed at
home, unconnected to any political or philosophical ideas. I think the idea of ‘recreational
aesthetics’, and Civic Virtue at large, takes the
Empire-style as a warning, and seeks to reverse
the development.
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freedom of the body inspired by romanticism,
the hippies, Lebensreform and so on: the feet enplein-air equate to a sense of freedom.
B: For me, the ‘Recreational Aesthetics’ idea
was to operate as something of an extension of
1960’s/70’s ‘Situational Aesthetics’, where one’s
intention to propagandize actively limits one’s
ability to propagandize effectively. We put a
lot of weight upon subjective experience and
the recreational behaviors which generate psychological space. It’s a continual and personal
reappraisal of what constitutes artistic behavior through collective activity. The production
of objects follows as a reversal of function between materials and their context, and recreational situations are brought to the forefront
of subjective and collective importance. The fortuitous criteria of available materials in the production of material manifestations pays service
to the improvisational traditions of Arte Povera,
DIY-punk folk-art, etc., whilst underlining the
potentially productive, exploitative, and opportunistic nature of intermingling work & play.

RN: The civic virtues also embody a visual language I like to research. I look into societies that
create new visual vocabularies around virtue &
power, and which are often ‘counter-cultural’
or reform-oriented movements … revolutionary
also. The beard for instance has functioned as a
symbol of power and virtue: a hairy triangle signifying male-power, humility, God. Well that’s
all very masculine of course … what about a RN: Here I need a holiday … okay go on …
bushy triangle? Another recurring sign of freedom is the Sandal.
B: As recreation is already a largely commodified and colonized activity, it stands to reason
B: It is a shoe!
(and superstition) that strategic polar-shifts in
the meanings ascribed to one’s reality can be,
RN: Think Neoclassical painting. The late 19th quite literally, a revolutionary gesture. That is to
century fashion-reform movements, and the new say: not revolutionary in a smash-the-state kind

of way, but revolutionary in a more personal,
incremental, and reformist recuperation of existing situations. Treating your job like a paid
vacation might be a ‘bad attitude’, but it might
also be liberating.

TV: But in how far is the Neoclassical movement
a social movement? And looking from today’s
perspective: couldn’t it be also just a fashion? I’m
thinking here about Gothic as a contemporary
fashion, or a cult …

GRT: The Neoclassic aesthetic is particularly
useful to us because it implies an era when virtue was associated with political clubs and philosophy clubs that conveyed a self-consciousness enjoyment about living with a sense for
freedom of expression — as opposed to previous
eras where it had been forbidden to criticize
the king or ruling government in public. It’s all
about the virtue of the collective political body
as opposed to the tyranny of the few!

GB: There’s a very important difference: the difference between a fashion and a cult. I think that
only fashion as a whole can be considered a cult,
but a cult, more than a specific period in fashion,
implies it’s own culture, and a collectivity beyond the individual idea or the individual (and
thus lonely) gesture of identification. So when we
define ourselves as a ‘Neoclassical revival’, we
take the notion of the Neoclassical at large, and
not just as one of its appearances. This may, for
instance, cover the re-appropriation of Minoan
style by the Greeks, as well as the French Revolutionaries’ re-appropriation of some certain
Greek styles. The Neoclassical is a gesture that
tells us how we relate to our history and how we
use it to give shape to our future. It shows the
differences within the past, just as much as it is
a representation of it. I think it’s very wholesome
to confuse ‘to save’ with ‘to change’. The past is
the propaganda of the present.

B: Yes indeed, publicly dressing-down the emperor had to be rather heavily encoded, and
things like trade-unions had to exist as secretsocieties because things like trade-unions were
illegal: defined in the law-books as conspiracies
against trade.
RN: There were clubs for political debate, but
I think there was also a lot of talking behind
closed doors, and this makes them particularly
interesting. Whilst the age of the enlightenment is seen as a moment of clarity, it carries,
of course, an awful lot of esoteric and occult ingredients that went further than conventional
ideas of brotherhood.
GRT: There are a lot of interesting contradictions to look at, but we can also consider it as
a period of preparation for a revolutionary moment. So even if a lot of the particular ideas
within the era have become outmoded and
even seem naive, it is more interesting for us to
reconsider the charm and sincerity of this historical moment: this attitude of self-betterment
or self reform … for the sake of the whole
population (rather than merely for the individual), which remains interesting despite the
many pretensions and the general hypocrisy of
the era.

RN: PROGRESS, REGRESS, CONSERVE! Although Civic Virtue uses lots of historical material we are not into restorative stuff … hmm,
what was the question actually?
GRT: Aren’t the Neo-goths the enemy of the
Neo-classicists? I thought it would be healthy
for us to have some enemies?!
RN: I think our enemies are Neo-post-modernironic-libertarians, who betray the goddess of
reason (Sophia) and linearity …
B: Both! I mean hey, it’s 2013, and ‘neo’ is the
new ‘old’, or … wait … ‘square’ is the new
‘groovy’ and ‘post’ is the new ‘neo’.
GB: A revival is a measure of time, like a clock.
The only way to measure time is by the re-
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emergence of similar shapes and forms, in a RN: I experienced The Grand Tour simultanerhythm, whether it be ideas, minutes, festivals ously as something upper-class and euro-trash:
or sunsets.
the ‘been there, done that’ kind of tourism. We
could not afford the complete collective packTV: We were talking about ‘a band on tour’ in age-tour along the Rhine, instead we got on a
the beginning, and then it became a ‘Grand one way ticket, so to speak; despite the fact
Tour’. In the 19th century, mainly upper-class that tourism etymologically comes from walkyoung men used to travel through Europe as ing in a circle.
educational trips, visiting the monuments of Tourism, as practiced, is a phenomenon where
old European civilization — as an expression of one is not connected to any earning activity
this cult celebrating the western society they whilst moving to new places, so we got that part
called them ‘the Grand Tours’. What’s your right.
fascination about these tours?
B: Why go anywhere? We were supposed to go
GB: By touring we are to come-of-age, but in to the ruined foundations of our own (and ultian era where there is perhaps not any clear mately justifiably, and not ironically, RIGHT)
and unambiguous vision possible of what a civilization. We were supposed to stand at the
virtuous adult should be like. So to find out preordained picturesque vantage points and
what such an adult will look like, we use the produce evidence of our participation in the
old model of the Grand Tour and use Europe, ritualized pilgrimage. To be tourists. That’s just
for better or for worse, as the mirror of our as good an excuse as any I guess.
future maturity. The tour is a means through
which our interest in ideas of civic virtue can RN: We wanted to find the radicality in the
be followed as a literal quest for the coming- ornamental Neoclassical architectural monuof-age, instead of remaining a merely concep- ments of revolution. Monuments with an othtual, theoretical, and, god forbid, ironic con- erwise antiquated quality. The Neoclassical is
templation. For this reason, obviously, the tour our personal pre-history and our collective forwill not end anytime soon, and may never end getfulness.
at all.
We did some experiments with instant history,
just add an egg and such, but soon realized it
GRT: But then we were also being sent on tour, didn’t taste the same. The reproduction of a
and when Neoclassical enthusiasts go on tour form, let’s say it’s a cake, isn’t the same as it’s
they go on a Grand Tour! Perhaps it’s consid- content.
ered a bit aristocratic to go and look at cultural stuff nowadays … to give yourself that kind
of time and devote yourself to cultural selfimprovement could well be considered completely decadent. But we thought it could still
be relevant to us. It’s cultural research that is
supposed to lead to a self-directed education,
and model for self-fulfillment in an older sense,
which implies informed citizens rather than
assets to the economy. We also thought of it
as being an anti-consumer and anti-spectacle
kind of thing also … looking at stuff actively
rather than consuming things passively.
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TV: And so for now, this became the Grand
Tour: Villa Dessauer in Bamberg, Hinterconti
in Hamburg, After the Butcher in Berlin, Kunstverein in Milan, and now W139. What happened at each venue?
RN: Our first destination was Bavaria and the
ancient city of Bamberg. Bavaria was brown
and golden. First we hiked through the Alps
following our local tour guide Stephan Dillemuth towards magic well springs, the sanatorium lodge of the world’s right wing Neoconservatives, steaming dishes of noodles …
B: and beer,
GRT: and strudel!
RN: … served by women in dirndls. Later we
spent two weeks researching the archives and
depots of the Historical Museum of Bamberg.
GRT: James [Beckett] joined us at this point.
One day he went to the depot and when he
came back he had taken a van full of stuff with
him.
RN: Ha, yes he basically replaced it, in situ, as
if he was afraid that the artifacts, when out of
context, were not providing an accurate picture of the associated culture.

B: It was fascinating to see what they had
tucked away there. What we ultimately wanted,
as at Arti, was to plunder their collection and
bend it to our will.
RN: I chose bronze-age and medieval pottery
from their collection for our cabinet of The
Grand Demolition Era, and I created some
more clay artifacts of my own. These constructed, destroyed, and reconstructed artifacts included a drawing, [F]ist of [G]od, and
a The Invisible Hand stone tablet. These Grand
Demolition Era works were made in honour of
Joseph & Adam Smith.
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Together we created a sleepy Edmund Burke tablishing a rhythm in time through the act of
video, Critique of the French Revolution …
copying itself.
GB: … ha ha, yes, of which the full title is: Reflections on the Revolution in France, And on
the Proceedings in Certain Societies in London
Relative to that Event. In a Letter Intended to
Have Been Sent to a Gentleman in Paris …
B: … just a head in a box, that video …
RN: … and along this overall theme of beheading, Brian created an “étude for piano in the
national romantic style”…

B: … a video/piece of music as performed by a
headless pianist. Oh, and I also stole an 11th
century statue head from the museum’s collection to weave into our narrative … Okay, well
it was an 18th century copy since the real one
was on loan to a museum in Munich.
GB: Besides decapitations, another recurring
motive was the isolated head, like the head of
a monk.
A head disconnected from, and confronted
with the world as a collection of archaeological fragments, as unconnected body-parts.
The head has then the task of constructing a
history, or an understanding of the current
situation from these fragments: the character
of the monk as a producer of Time. Someone
copying books and ideas into the future, es-

Along the different stops of the tour, I experimented with various strategies for this ‘monk’
to combine history with reality. In Bamberg,
this resulted in a work in which unknown
monks in an unknown age harvest abandoned
databases after some apocalyptic fall-out incident — to retrieve whatever information happens to be in there. As modern databases don’t
archive things chronologically, or conceptually,
but in randomly distributed packages, these
would be chaotic pieces of information that
need to be recombined. This task of reconstruction is then taken up by the monks, not so much
out of an interest in history, but because they
have to build up a new society.
B: You were relating to the character of the
monk, and putting yourself in his shoes …
R: … sandals! …
B: … or robes rather. What did this involve?
GB: A slide show entitled, The Reconstruction
Era (all of our works in this exhibition signified
different ages). With an analogue camera, I re-

photographed digital photos, found on the web,
of the American Civil War, and tried to order
and re-order them into some kind of aesthetic
development, as a prerequisite for logical understanding. Some photos were not at all part
of the Civil War, but then how would the monks
know either way? In combination with this, I
retraced on glass dia-frames the shapes of the
many historical items present at our own exhibition in Bamberg. They attest to the moment
that comes before understanding or reconstruction, the moment of simple reproduction: like
the production of a platonic form.

B: Yeah, this kind of meditative bliss of ‘mindless’ manual labour, where your mind can wander and respond more casually to the material
you are confronted with … and at the same time
perhaps, give you the feeling of being part of
something much greater than yourself: the making of history. Not so much as a player, but as
a scribe. I like this human element, especially
in relation to our era of mechanical and digital reproduction. The noise generated by the
reproductive, re-creational, re-enactive aspects
of historiology are rather interesting to me here.
It’s like that microwave background-noise of
the big-bang which permeates the known
universe … and distorts your programs when

you’re trying to watch peasant-vision [wireless
television broadcasts].
R: Yes, I recognized my primordial clay materials in this soup-of-the-universe we had on the
monitors in Villa Dessauer …
B: It was quite a big exhibition, 17 rooms actually. Gijs also showed his reconstruction of
Hollywood reconstructions, I reconstructed
the deconstruction of a 3 hour cinematic epic,
and there was Gertrude’s concrete reconstructions of the Historic Museum’s archive images.
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RN: … no, not bread. I think it was cake actually.
B: We also tried to make something of a ‘film’ at
Hinterconti, in the garden.

GB: At Hinterconti in Hamburg, we installed
a kind of medieval guild of lino-cutting. As an
‘office-of-propaganda’, we were re-drawing and
combining old forms into the crude shapes of
new symbols. And also in Hamburg, Gertrude
focused more literally on biological reproduc- It was a sci-fi mash of historic symbols and gestion as a model for the reproduction of ideas.
tures, cut to the beat of some popular music but
displayed silently. I saw it as a will to cut (edit)
historical material into our own narrative, to
generate evidence of our tour and, of course, to
spread propaganda about our interpretations
of medieval dance-mania infected proletariat
state-sponsored disco-holidays for the masses.
Our band’s producer (Tim) had been urging us
to build characters, and living in the back of the
gallery for a month, I began to feel a bit like a
monk myself.

GRT: I did what? I thought we were making
bread in Hamburg? Do you mean our drive for
reproducing signs in the context of our publishing pursuits? Or do you mean the male/female
symbology of the sign? That’s a whole world
of vertical/horizontal which is most probably
meant to hide the fact that I’m really just talking about space and geometry …

GRT: The mind-set for the Hamburg show was
pretty much geared to the production of fanatical propaganda. I tend to be attracted to the
whole vibe of 18th century self-publishing — we
were all reading the book, Q, which describes
the relationships between self-publishing and
social movements. So we used typewriters,
made lino-cut prints, produced text and video.
We imagined that the masses could to be convinced to join our cause with reason as our primary weapon.
The theme of reproduction came in when we
thought about the relationship between propaganda and printing; as the reproduction of text,
i.e. propaganda as propagation. It’s a way of

looking at text as something that not only gets
produced, but also gets reproduced as a part of
its essence — as a viral message. As babies of
logic. And then there was also the reproductive
organs of plants and the relationship of one such
plant in particular to unexplained bouts of mass
hysteria in medieval Europe.

RN: Yes, the symbols got reduced into a prêt-àporter collection of three wearable shawls.

B: Our exhibition at After the Butcher in Berlin
was produced in about 5 days of focused work.
With very little time for recreational rumination and narcissistic soul-searching, things took
a turn towards a more blissfully ‘mindless’ proRN: The parasitical fungus, Ergot. We picked up duction ethic.
some samples at an antique store in Hamburg.
B: Also known as mutterkorn and, like propaganda, also known as another source of masspsychosis.
RN: It lives in the seeds of crops (such as rye)
and is used as a medicine to induce uterine contractions. That would cover all the reproductive
issues within the collective I think.
GB: In Milan, a more touristic side of the Grand
Tour reshaped the character of the monk into
an amateur archaeologist: a character no longer
concerned with the understanding of the past in
order to rebuild a society, but with individual
indulgence. A great role-model for this was Sir
Arthur John Evans. He discovered the great Minoan culture of Crete, or may have largely invented it actually. (Nevertheless, a copy of the
Minoan ‘throne’ he unearthed now seats the
president of the International Court of Justice).
For the Kunstverein Milano, we collectively
painted a long silk cloth, and then treated it as if
it were an historic artifact. From the standpoint
of a fictional archaeologist, I wrote descriptive
captions about the culture from which this tapestry would have been an important part. Ruchama made silk scarfs, displaying the same
motives, as her own Neoclassical revival of this
artifact and its themes.
GRT: And we also showed segments of our epic
Grand Tour movie for the Milan exhibition. Natalia [Domínguez Rangel] brought in the renaissance sound track for this, and Tania [Theodorou] was the narrator.

GRT: Well, ‘mindless’ can be good when your
body does the thinking for you. I made the second generation of clay sculptures in Berlin — a
collection of statues forming a ‘Pantheon’ of
clay gods. Although my reasons for the clay gods
could be described as conceptual — it was still
only possible to make them through a very intuitive and physical process. It’s a process in which
thought is channeled through to the hands. I like
how this kind of knowledge between mind and
hands links musical practice to visual practice
in the arts. I think it applies equally with sculpture, silk painting, video editing; there is a point
when your mind stops and your body takes over.
GB: Yes, ever since Hamburg, we became more
and more focused on physical production, and
we set ourselves up like a guild. Our reflection,
the contemplation and the understanding reserved for after the production of objects. To
make a symbol, you often start with the shape
and not with the concept, otherwise the symbol
would just be more like a brand. The symbol
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may have existed before the concept we ascribe to it, and it may have had many different
concepts associated with it before. As such, the
symbol provides an extra dynamic in language
and understanding. It’s a loosening of the ties
between a word and its extensions. Symbols are
like railroad-switches …

B: … or coins …
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TV: As you say, your recourse is one to virtue,
and in an already virtuous way. This goes much
further than the common post-modern argumentations I am used to in the arts. Are you
glorifying the past — a kind of nostalgia?
GRT: Yes. The whole thing with the post-modern viewpoint is that everything in the past has
been considered evil and populated by stupid
people. I think this rhetoric has been useful for
getting people to forget about the things in the
past that had real utopian potential. It’s not so
much about conserving any particular aspect
of the past as it is about finding useful models
upon which to build. After all, post-modernism
was a time of dead-ends and no-future which
may have developed through a strange bias of
viewing the past, i.e. everyone used to be stupid, but now everyone is smart, therefore there
is nothing left to do. It is an attitude belonging
to an era that is hopefully passing, so we can
start looking at new beginnings again. There
still remain things to do.
B: Yeah, the end of ‘the end of history’ is most
welcome.

GB: … and at any time they can turn meaning GRT: Perhaps our interest in the past could be
upside down. In this way they are important as- considered nostalgic, but it’s motivated by a depects of change.
sire to recuperate things from the past which
are worth saving, rather than throwing it all
RN: Brian made a video for which he used an into the same dustbin of shame and despair. I
antique Roman Janus coin. The two faced Janus would maintain that nostalgia is motivated by
looks forward into the future and backward into a melancholic impulse towards returning to the
the past. Besides the act of spinning the coin and past, to gain some familiarity or comfort. We
letting it decide where to fall, there was an ele- want to go into the past, but more as an action
ment of chance involved in the relation between adventure in which we are sure that there are
concepts and symbols.
unfamiliar treasures to be discovered.
B: Kinga [Kielczynska]’s giant-coin performance, “1 EGO”, would also invoke the element
of chance. Here her concepts and symbols directly referenced a fluidity of meaning within
personal stock-taking, as well as the religious
cult dogma of economic risk-taking which pervades our current societies.

RN: Of course ‘nostalgia’ as a word refers to a
Homeric homecoming, as well as another Greek
word for pain or ache. Apparently it’s a medical
condition invented in the early modern period.
But indeed it could imply a longing for the classical era. I think this nostalgic state functions
as a personal or a psychological longing for a

better or purer time or place. It’s a longing for
reform and in that way it is both a progressive
as well as being a serious conservative condition
or mood. Nostalgia revolves around processing
and ruminating the past, and could be regressive in nature … I’m thinking of a primal therapy into our collective history, felt as nerve pain,
rather than remaining conceptual memories.
B: I’d say that it’s not technically possible to
be nostalgic for an era you never actually experienced. Within the general thrust of Neoclassicism, there may very much appear to be a
nostalgic longing for moments which probably
never even existed, but this seems far more utopian than nostalgic. I don’t actually think that
we’re glorifying the past, but history certainly
seems to be trying to glorify us sometimes.

90’s, I used to routinely advocate the stance of
holding our ‘fuck-organized-religion group’
meetings on Sundays.
I played in a few punk bands in those days, and
we practiced 5 or 6 or 7 times a week in our
parents garage(s). I didn’t think that we were
changing the world or anything, just being a
bunch of obnoxious suburban white kids with
a sense of entitlement, pissing off the neighbours and getting regular visits from the cops
who would (with varying degrees of politeness)
tell us to give the noise a rest. We were pretty
tight-knit groups kids and that was pretty important — an almost all-encompassing aspect
really. Ethics were really quite central.
Through the music, and through skateboarding
also, there was a prevailing need to continually
challenge authority. It was actually quite a few
years later when I started to properly acknowledge the fact that my youthful ‘counter-culture
lifestyle-hobbies’ were in fact largely advocated
and exploited by a whole mechanism of various
capital interests. That said, within the sphere
of underground music at least, it really felt that
something formative and big was going on. In
fact, something big was going on, and at times,
especially during some of the larger manifestations such as festivals, it did feel nothing short of
religious in scope.

TV: I remember when I watched Rock My Religion of 1984 by Dan Graham for the first time at
the end of the 90’s. A profound incident for me.
My whole — or in this sense ‘holy’ — identification with punk and hardcore, my own life-style
through the 90’s, was meant as an expression
against the ruling order and was experienced
by me as a unique moment in time — a situation.
But in this movie it became part of a hidden and
non-linear order through time — a religious cult.
It’s still a serious postmodern trauma to me. It
meant nothing less than the loss of a belief in RN: I lately read an article on the biography of
authenticity for me. Do you know what I mean? the Dutch Queen. As a child she was sent to a reform school in the forest. This school was apparGRT: I remember seeing it in Paris! Either in ently initiated by Kees Boeke, a Dutch reformist
the late 90’s or early 00’s. I was also very affect- who grew up in a Mennonite family, and who aped by it. It was the first time I saw an artwork plied Auguste Comte’s concept of ‘sociocracy’ to
that was built up like a documentary - it relied education. The goal of this form of education was
on facts and found footage, but it managed to to teach the students a sense of democracy, but
convey a very aesthetic understanding of some- through a unanimous rule of the ‘socios’ (people
thing subversive …
with social relations to one another) instead of
representational rule by the ‘demos’ (the general
B: I’ve seen it, but the tape I watched was a masses). Interestingly this reform education was
copy of a copy of a copy … to the point of being also based on Quaker ideas. Anyway, soon after a
barely recognizable. It was gritty, cozy, famil- series ‘lynch-mob incidents’ involving the young
iar, but also quite foreign. I guess I could relate Queen-to-be and her fellow students (tying a boy
to it though. During high school, in the early to a tree and threatening to burn him alive for
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instance), she asked to be relocated to another
school. I wonder if she perhaps realized that an
anti-authoritarian education wasn’t particularly
useful to her and her future. I also wonder what
might have happened if she had stayed on at
the school and continued her pranks. The start
of some ‘primal-therapy’ for Mennonites, aristocrats and heretics perhaps? Rock My Religion
was for me most interesting when the Shakers
come in. I’ve always felt more at home with religious/cult-ish behavior and ways of thinking for
some reason. I think that the radicality of groups
like the Shakers — a sect which developed from
the ‘Religious Society of Friends’ in 1780 — is often overlooked. Spiritual communities and sects
appearing in Europe around the time of the 16th
century Reformation, like the Anabaptists, the
Quakers and the Shakers, all shared an aspiration to asceticism, common property, and the
direct experience of spirituality without intermediary authority. They really were quite punk
for their times and had some serious problems
with the authorities. No wonder they fled for the
tabula-rasa of the new world, staying in Europe
meant persecution or getting burned at the stake.
I think that many revolutionary ideas and major
social changes have been born within the format
of self-organized religious cults. But I don’t think
that Rock My Religion is a major postmodern
trauma for me, I think it’s actually quite playful.
TV: You said that you want to restore history.
So in your work you use older techniques such
as linoleum-stencil, pottery, hammered copper, silk-painting, etc. But all very rough and
drafted — as if just learning to walk. You are less
interested in serious craftsmanship but in the
performance — a kind of cultic action. Would
you agree?
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this day and age. I think that what we’re up
to here is more of a provocation: an inward
and outward appeal to the realm of possibilities. Amateurism offers a perfectly valid gateway to the discovery of new possibilities, and
simply being aware that something is actually possible can be more than half the battle.
RN: I do really like materiality, it’s important
to me as a group learning a technique. It’s like
learning a new language and at the same time
using it to create something new. It’s a challenge
in that way, it’s performative and also kind of
cosy (gezellig). If it’s a new technique for all of
us, we just have to start from scratch, as journeymen (gezellen) or partisans of some guild association. Every time we start a new work, there’s
a corresponding set of materials to go with it.
There are a lot of elemental materials which
want to be reformed along with our thoughts.

GB: Yes, every time you use a completely different material, it is not about style or doing what
you are best at, like some kind of acrobat. Instead, you are confronted with your own first
ugly steps, and this may be more telling about
identity and place than the development of a
B: Hell no! Personally I’m quite sick of the personal imago. In our ‘draftsmanship’ we are
relegation of virtuosity in the arts. It’s ev- the antithesis of mass idolization and its resulterywhere and it’s sad. But at the same time, ing ownership of our activities.
I really can’t stand virtuosity without soul.
It represents a kind of psychic terrorism un- B: Still, it’s not the only tool we entertain. We
derpinning what stands for mass-culture in also know what we’re doing sometimes.

GRT: Affected naïveté can be a very practiced
thing today. Perhaps a disinterest in polished,
crafty design-looks is something which comes
from an overexposure to the endless stream of
stuff being produced to seduce us. If there is
virtuosity in our field, then it is not a very clear
thing to define anymore, in part due to technology, over-design and outsourcing. After all, many
talented Baroque-era artists made angels with
virtuosity, but to look at them today is to more
confront your gag-reflexes than admire an artist’s skill in painting a fat baby.
TV: In your shows in the Arti in Amsterdam, and
Villa Dessauer in Bamberg, you worked with real
city-historical material from existing collections.
A synchronicity of past and present occurred.
Your works were mirroring these old icons — like
agents through time, or little ‘Orlandos’ …
GB: I love Orlando! It was my favorite book during puberty.
RN: I’ve previously experimented with the use of
outside collections within my installations, with
objects from De Stijl movement for example.
What I always found interesting, and even mildly alarming, is that these objects cannot protect
themselves from us, and we can incorporate them
into our own private pre-histories or ideologies.
GB: It can be quite informative not to put our
own production at center stage, and seek a relation to objects from the past. A relation in which
the hierarchy is not necessarily dictated by an
idea of progress or demise, but through a dynamic of continual debate. It’s a mechanism by which
to escape the function of individual identification
within a system, in favour of a sense of social
community — it’s something that stretches beyond the bounds of space, and into time as well.
B: Also, it was really fun to mix our own works
with various historical artifacts. Sometimes it
felt like going to the animal shelter, and looking
at all the cats & dogs. There are survival strate-

gies at work, where objects outlive their creators
and their original functions. Sometimes just by
looking pretty, and sometimes through mystery
or rarity. Plus, being able to assume the curatorial authority to create meaning is a super important exercise. Especially for artists and craftspeople, or anyone whose works might become the
future targets of ideological colonization.
GRT: I’ve always been interested in history as a
narrative device, or even an allegory about progress. But the process of looking at an individual
thing from a historical perspective makes you
realize that there is a really big gap between ‘the
past as fixed sequence of events’, and ‘the past
as a thing particular to a given place’. In museums you become hyper-aware of the specificity of
each particular institution, despite the fact that
most of them hold more or less the same kinds
of artifacts and archival systems. But these artifacts mean different things to different places.
Approaching an institution to borrow from their
collections means you have to explain your own
position towards the things that they are preserving. It’s part of a mutual exchange between
the object and their perception. In Amsterdam, I
started to notice that it annoyed Dutch museum
staff to point out that Holland became a monarchy after and because of the French Revolution.
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B: Triangles and other simple geometries.
GRT: Intestines.
GB: The Irminsul.
RN: The City Maiden. She appears on the Royal
Palace, Amsterdam’s major Neoclassical monument to the GoldenAge, but there she’s more a
‘goddess of commerce’. Interestingly, the palace
was originally a civic center (stadhuis) before
the Royals squatted it.
B: Architectural forms such as columns, domes
and towers. These can work as centrepoints for
TV: You say in your announcement of your show the focusing of social energy. Pretty much anyat W139, that Civic Virtue would organize itself thing appropriately or inappropriately monuaround symbols of power and virtue. What are mental can do this really.
the symbols of power and what are the symbols
of virtue?
GRT: Scythes.
GRT: The Phrygian Cap. It recurs in various GB: Decapitation. Dismemberment in general.
forms throughout history. It was associated
with the Marianne figure as a symbols of resis- B: Various foods such as wheat and beer.
tance, but later morphed into domestic or erotic
depictions.
RN: Happy Bread.
RN: It was often found stuck on top of the tree
of freedom. In 1795, such a tree was raised at
Dam Square in celebration of solidarity with
revolutionary France. Each year a Christmas
tree stands in the same spot, there in the heart
of Amsterdam’s shopping district.
B: Recurring classical motifs such as spirals and
wings. Spirals appear as a bridge between religious alchemical symbolism and contemporary
science & technology imagery.
RN: The Gorgon, a terrifying female creature
made to simulate moods or ward off evil. These
masks were much like modernday emoticons.
They also pay tribute to female hysteria as a
symbol of power, making them a gatekeeper to
the subconsciousness.

RN: Depictions of ergot (mutterkorn), the medieval cause of choromania. Other psychedelic
substances such as Kykeon, a drink consumed
by the ancient Greek cult of the Eleusinian
Mysteries. LSD also.

B: Cinema, print, blogs, television, objects of
industrialized massproduction. Basically any
tools and systems for propaganda and masspsychosis.

for me. It implies that you can come up with a
moral code or a set of social rules, and virtuously live by these rules — independent of the
governing body at large. There is something
curious about the tension between freedom and
GRT: It’s interesting to look at the biology of self-restraint that this implies.
symbols as if they are living organism. They
evolve throughout history in relation to their RN: Counter-cultural aspects come in here
collective conscious and subconscious percep- also. Virtues can be anti-authoritarian, anartion. One can even consider them to be a kind chistic, but at the same time, formalized as in
of Rorchach test, where perception of the image a cult.
changes depending on what you are thinking
when you see them.
GRT: Bohemians can, however, define themselves by a set of principles which are perhaps
GB: Symbols of power are specific one-sided not in direct opposition to, but running in
definitions of symbols of virtue. The people that parallel to the ruling order of a given period.
define them are leading the way.
The difference between an individual philosophy and a Bohemian’s way of doing things, is
TV: You said, in the beginning, that virtue is that the later would be bound to a lived reality
opposes the ruling order. Isn’t virtue also a nor- rather than a vague intention.
mative order — a part of governmentality? What
does this mean to ideas of the Bohemian life- TV: Individual fulfillment has become a substyle?
jective doctrine within western society, and
all kinds of collectivity are seriously chalGB: It is very hard to decide what is virtuous at lenged. You are describing order in society as
a single point in time. But the term introduces an achieved compromise. Our gatherings had
a way to suspend our judgements of the past, always been an extraordinary intervention into
and makes it necessary to reconsider and rein- my daily routine as an art-space employee.
terpret. The history of civic virtue follows along What does your friendship mean to your colcommon historical lines, but intersects them as lective artistic process?
well. Civic virtue may reinforce the current ruling order, but as any order could become cor- R: During the tour, we most often depended
rupt, it may then become more virtuous to op- upon the generosity of people from the artpose it.
ists’ initiatives we visited. It was informative
to see how independent initiatives survive at
GRT: Virtue escape this kind of normaliza- the present moment, a position based far more
tion at the present moment, partly because it’s on friendship than art-world/art-market deluwrapped in the kind of revolutionary rhetoric sions of grandeur.
a governing body would tend to instinctively
avoid. But also because there something awk- GRT: A lived reality always involves an aesward about the concept of virtue. It’s a kind of thetic, whereas beliefs or abstract thoughts are
moralism which seems almost decedent because too interchangeable when it comes to putting
it lets you assume the high-ground belonging to them into form.
a completely different era than the current one.
In terms of the Bohemian lifestyle, it’s the self- GB: I agree. If you want to experiment with
reflexivity of virtue which becomes interesting new ways of living, or to simply just observe
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life, it’s more instructive to have a daily exis- B: Or just arguing things through. With a numtence — a concrete happening — than the mere ber of differing individual processes super-imformation of ideas through art works.
posed, things can get a bit complicated. The
importance of communication can seem to outB: Given the topics we’re engaged with, I weigh specific details at times.
sometimes wonder if ‘just getting along’ isn’t
more important than what actually gets pro- GB: The most interesting moments of collecduced in terms of objects, exhibitions and the tivity for me are connected to the confusion of
like. To deal with questions such as, “why did place, time and identity. Like when someone
you make that?”, I’m often provoked to say, puts forward an idea which later you can no
“we made that because we did”. Perhaps it’s a longer perceive as something you had not made
bit disenchanted, but often it really feels like up yourself. I think this happens a lot as we all
what’s being made is not so important, so long catapult ideas into the group, many of which
as it is ‘we’ that are making it.
seem to immediately drown unnoticed until all
of a sudden they reemerge, at a more appropriGB: I think working collectively shows that it ate time, and from another member. This kind
can be very natural to find your roles within a of thing happens all the time and can be seen
group. It is indeed only from the very strange through the appropriation of each others visual
point of view of individual fulfilment that col- language, and processes. And as we are dealing
lectivity becomes difficult all of a sudden, a largely with ideas from the past, a kind of colcourse to be theoretically pondered upon first lective subconscious most often tends to prevail.
and foremost. But it is just something that can
be done like doing the dishes.
GRT: Civic Virtue is about attaining larger
goals through collected bodies of action. This
B: I think that it was Miranda July who said, comes through practice rather than goals. Alas
“people secretly love being told what to do”. we artists have been forced to entertain the
Delegating tasks for each other to perform can public in gladiatorial matches against each othbe extraordinarily productive, even liberating er, rather than being the philosophers-of-form
at times, but damn, it can be a fucking power- needed by society.
struggle also. Personally, I jump at the chance
to show off my skills and deliver the goods, GB: It should be remembered that being a colbut when it happens that you’re just painting lective, or any kind of group, is very different
yourself into a corner, or feeling forced to do from society at large, which could be undera half-assed job through compromise, it can stood as a collection of groups, but instead is
be rather frustrating. But compromise is im- understood as a heap of individuals. Any inportant, and ultimately a learning process. If dividual would do well to function as part of
the guiding principles of further reaching ide- many different groups. If you strive to only disals are strong enough (or virtuous enough) to cover, and seek to improve your personal talents
subvert the ego a bit, the results can be more within the group, I think you’d never get anythan worth it.
where at all as a group, because the idea of personally ‘being really good’ is so easily replaced
R: Some artistic and methodological trust is- with ‘being better than the other’. I think that is
sues had to be overcome since we all have an an insane way to envision a social community,
individual art practice. Sometimes this meant or society at large.
forcing another through constructive criticism
or by questioning particular habits.

1-5 ORIGINS 1
1.1 The golden fingers of dawn
Draws the curtains
And the plane steps forward
The dawn will devours its prey
The bones are the last to go
1.6-10 SPACE 1
1.6 Standing on a plane between
sunset and sunrise,
Space says: “let there be infinitely
many lines
And may they be infinitely
divisible”
Divided they stand
Unity is the failure of math
1.11-16 CONSCIOUSNESS 1
1.11 Consciousness, the thoughtful
creator says:
“Let there be an order to the lines
The horizontal and the vertical
will find their place
In the meeting, one with the
other”
Consciousness unites
Nature is division
1.17-22 TIME 1
1.17 Time, the cunning divider,
appears on the plane, saying:
“You who once understood the
plane as united
Now understand the
multiplication of planes
Each moment divided from the
other”
Divided we stand
Unity has fallen
1.23-28 CHAOS 1
1.23 Chaos, the joyful mediator of
opposites
Descends onto the plane from
above:
“Nature is the law
Woe be thy who stands against
nature”
The plane was empty
Division multiplies
1.29-35 ORIGINS 3
1.29 In the early era of days
When days divided the plane
There were fields of wheat
First wild and then in a grid
A labyrinth grew in the fields
This was a golden age
Castles were constructed that
had no stone
1.36-46 ORIGINS 4
1.36 There were tribes that held
elections

And tribes who had their leaders
take part in battles
Others organized competitions
of skill
And gave kingship to the most
elegible
When the season arrived
The king would retire himself
In a ritual mutilation of his body
The king’s body was the
possession of the people
They helped themselves to his
flesh
When times of hunger descend
The king is the wafer of salvation
1.47-48 CHORUS
1.47 Nature is the law
Unity disperses
1.49-62 ORIGINS 5
1.49 One day the kings got
together and conspired
With the plants and the animals
Who had been put to the lips of
the people
They no longer wanted to be
digested
– The plants, and the kings, and
the animals
Nature conspires against man
It finds its allies amongst elected
kings
They will be harvested no more
1.57 Later, in the early days of
days
Kings no longer retired themselves
And disorder prevailed
There was a congress of the
elements
Time, space, consciousness and
chaos
Were awoken from their slumber
1.63-67 SPACE 2
1.63 Space – is the birth of place
A position appears, a line, then
another, and a third
Time is the snake and the hawk
Divided they stand
Unity is the failure of math
1.68-72 CONSCIOUSNESS 2
1.68 Order lies within the plane
A spirit descends as a bird of pray
Order is the dove and the owl
Consciousness unites
Nature is division
1.73-79 TIME 2
1.73 Time chose to appear on the
plane
As a murder of crows
Matter was split into partitions
And particles of moment

Time is a seal and a crow
Divided we stand
Unity has fallen
1.80-87 CHAOS 2
1.80 Chaos is the interlude of
perception
– The moment before a clear view
of infinity was aborted
Through the windshield of the
locomotive
Crossing into a tunnel
Flirting with matter and not
matter
Chaos is the dragon and the lamb
The plane was empty
Division multiplies
————————————————
2.1-22 ORIGINS 6
(THE FALL)
2.1 The warlords brought peace
The future was packaged as a
parcel
Unseen for many centuries
The polymorph shape
knows
Time is a geometric configuration
When the clock strikes midnight
2.7 It was gold that rose
In the hierarchy of metals
When money was discovered
Not because it was rare
Or useful
But because it reminded all of
the light
That shone on the harvest
That was the vision
Behind dreams of wealth
Now trapped in form
2.17 There evolved a breed
And there evolved a bread
One through which the earth
passed through
The other in which the earth grew
inside
Nature is the machine
Bread is the earth and the body
2.23-26 SPACE 3
2.23 The conspiracy of man and
nature
Of the plants and the animals
Space is interwoven with solid
spirals
A machine for forecasting
direction
2.27-31 SILKEN THREAD
YOUTH 1
2.27 Worlds woven onto planes
lay
as silken threads
They cling to patches of grass in

a breeze
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This totem can keep the
perspective clear
Pinned down by pillars
What is now a pillar, was it once
a tree?
3.1-2 CHORUS
3.1 Nature is the law
Unity disperses
3.3-35 THE FUTURISTS
AND THE PAST-ISTS 1
(The ones who control the
measuring-stick-of-time
control the future)
3.3 A machine was discovered on
the crossroads
One which could foretell the past
It was tape and it was a circuit
It was not wholly clear where the
image came from
Codes are happy to be deciphered
And the medium is not only
the superego
(EPIPHANY 3)
It is the disruption to its forced
continuity
It is the blackmail against its own
discovery
3.11 Film came before tape
Inspired by trains, the motions of
the railway
The evolution of technology is the
illusion of reality
(EPIPHANY 4)
Played back to its audience
without anyone realizing
The product was hustling its own
version of the past
3.16 The war between the futurists
and the past-ists
Had started yonder in another age
The forest of the future and the
volcano of the past
The hairy men against the men
of iron
One had scared the other with
their overwhelming
sense of presence
As the forest grew beyond any
measure of hope
3.22 When the measuring stick
was stolen
It left a hole in the narrow path
towards the meadow
The futurists gazed at a vacant
space in dismay
And when the plane moved
forward
They stood still when the forest
passed by

In a world of vertical planes, one
after the other
Until motion was simulated
3.29 As organs shift to birds,
omens return
Flying and bleeding on an alter
The future stained the stone with
blood
The luddites and the saboteurs
were borne in opposition
They too knew the darker secrets
of this war
As the limbs of he dead were used
to decorate the trees
The first christmas tree known to
Romans
————————————————
4.1-16 SIREN SONG 1
(This is the reality of an
adventure that has started.
The silken thread has been
introduced and the youth
is the main protagonist)
4.1 Like any other rosetta stone
From within the pattern of the
telling
A thread can be interwoven
And form made from crossbeams
That intercut one point of perspective
In sync with other points in time
4.7 The odyssey marked the e
mergence of a culture
From within a dark age it had
itself created
And from which we have never
recovered:
Odysseus is coming back for his
penelope
When he arrives, penelope asks of
him to prove
That he is not the lost beggar that
he appears
He should understand their wedding bed cannot be moved
One leg of the bed was made from
a living tree
It was a four-column construction
What is now a pillar, was it once
a tree?
4.17-30 EPIPHANY 5
4.17 There is no difference
between the moment
And the memory of the moment
The moment had been brought
back
When it had been remembered
Perhaps its contours have the
ragged ridges
And internal bend
Of things in nature
That seem to be straight
When looked at from a distance
4.26 We move on these plains
without a map

There are maps
But we do not move according to
the rules of objectivity
We move within a world that
engulfs us
We do not master it so much as
we are digested by it

And his step-son the minotaur
Providing psychoanalysts with
their visual fodder
Who else, hungers to feast upon
the souls of broken men
Other then the analyst?
But minos fed greek youth to the
Minotaur.

4.31-44 ORIGINS 7 (FALL)
4.31 The whale has eaten us
We are encased in matter
Brought into the reality of the
world
As substance
4.35 Groups of organs forming
bodies
And bodies forming groups of
action
Every group is a body
Simultaneously digesting its
members
And joined by these members
To take part in the cannibalism
of itself
4.41 A king is the body of his
people
A corruption to the body of the
king
Is a sign of a corruption
To all the subjects in the land
4.45-60 SIREN SONG 2

5.8 Voices from the past
Speak in structures of defeat
(That which is not defeated rules
And has its voice in predominant
form)

5.14 The labyrinth was no
labyrinth
But a living arrangement
Organically structured
Without hierarchy
And the maze simply
unsymmetry
Ungrid

5.60 Each maze
Manifesting a time-space knot
In theory it is a loop
A machine for time travel
We now know
That time travel
Is not possible
By motor
But by shape

5.20 To the warlords
This was anarchy
And peace a perversion
Similar to bestiality
A horrible coming together
Of man with nature

4.49 Nature always wins
The movie is just another word
for time
The voyage is a ritual in time
That repeats into infinity

5.30 Nature always wins
This is the stockholm syndrome of
the world:
Matter trapped in time
Like a mutant bull
Half myth and half reality
5.35-44 REVELATION 5
5.35 These planes of vision
Are well-behaved masses
That inter-weave themselves
As one plain strays
In front of the next
Depending on
Where you stand
And how fast
You manage to stand
Elsewhere

————————————————
5.1-34 YOUTH AND
THE SILKEN THREAD 1
5.1 The ancient world of the
Minoans
Know best for its king minos

5.56-68 YOUTH AND THE
SILKEN THREAD 3
5.56 The maze
And a yarn of silken thread
Are variations on lines
Compressed into space

5.26 The minotaur is not the
blood-thirsty monster of guilt
It is the bad conscious of
propaganda
To hide the fact that there was
a time
We danced on top of bulls

4.58 Penelope is not pleased
But will have all her suiters
slaughtered anyway
History began a day after that

5.48 The sly manoeuvres of these
fields
Are intricate
In their complex interactions
Of mass
That slides in the correct order
So not a single surface
Could ever (accidentally)
Slides into the other

5.12 The maze speaks of the
exoticism of the Minoans
The Minotaur the ultimate tool of
propaganda

4.45 Here is the formalism of
the epic:
The lost son will seek to destroy
his father
Unless they can channel their
joint energy
Against a more pressing foe

4.53 The husband is more like
a giant
Bedraggled by the winds of fate
Is it not the dream of the son
To have his dead father come
back
To kill the suitors of his mother?

5.48-55 EPIPHANY 6

5.45-47 YOUTH AND THE
SILKEN THREAD 2
5.45 One day a youth escaped
By unrolling a silken thread
He was able find his way out the
labyrinth

5.69-71 Chorus
5.69 It is in the nature of the thing
that wins
To win again
Is it not nature that wins?
————————————————
6.1-5 THE FUTURISTS
AND THE PAST-ISTS 2
6.1 Monsters appear
Monsters of static and disturbance
They howl and gurgle
They are blood-thirsty and they
want virgins
That’s what monsters like
6.6-10 SPACE 4
6.6 Space – is the birth of place
A position appears, a line, then
another, and a third
Time is the snake and the hawk
Divided they stand
Unity is the failure of math
11-22 YOUTH AND
THE SILKEN THREAD 4

(EPIPHANY 7)

————————————————

Obese on colour and shape
Until their pupils are permanently
dilated
In the consumption of a spectacle
Fiends of colour can never be
satisfied

7.1-19 THE MONUMENTS
SPEAK 1 (CHAOS 6)

23-28 EPIPHANY 8
6.23 Greed consumes to the point
when
The division between the
spectator
And the world has dissolved
Its decay and cycles stunt each
other
In the prosthetic memory of the
moment
Through lives that will not pass
on into another season
6.29-33 EPIPHANY 9
6.29 These addicts of moving
colour gather in urban basements
They watch beams of light which
they lick off the walls
This nearness is nothing more
Than ‘objects that may appear
Closer’ in the rear-view mirror
6.34-38 YOUTH AND THE
SILKEN THREAD 5
6.34 Calling forth the evergrowing sensation
That it is impossible to see
anything but this monstrosity
Made of the purest kernels of
distilled experience
The object has presented itself in
such unimaginable size
That it becomes confused with
reality
6.45-48 YOUTH AND THE
SILKEN THREAD 6
6.39 The silken thread morphs
into a vibration, impossible to
hold on to
You can be one with it if you keep
it in your grip
A world would be awoken as your
mind and the monster
Grow interconnections
6.52-58 TIME 3

6.11 The youth who escaped from
the maze
Who had used a silken thread
Now stands in front of the dragon
6.14 Focus comes and goes
One man’s blur is another’s
entrance to a new distance
Horizons come and go
They multiply and disperse
While people devour images

7.1 A breeze enters the room
As easily as a flicker of sunlight
Each sunbeam is a movie
A window frames the world again

6.43 Time chose to appear on the
plane
As a murder of crows
Matter was split into partitions
And particles of moments
Time is a seal and a crow
Divided we stand
Unity has fallen

7.5 It is not childish fantasy to
imagine that statues animate
Stone opens its mouth not in the
place that lips had been drawn
But from the inside out, it speaks
in form
7.8 Benevolent goddess of stone
Brought to the surface from the
underworld
They are giants and they are
solemn
And hum like a stone the earth
would be torn to find
7.12 Now standing unaware that
Each thing drawn in space
Was the perfect collision of time
with matter
And of consciousness with chaos
7.16 Now they tumble and are
re-erected
Each revolution is a point
By which movement can circulate
It is no coincidence that the
world’s virtues
Step forward as bare-breasted
women
Humanity’s children, the confused
mob of the present moment
————————————————
8.1-30 SONG # 1 – WOMAN
AS TEMPTRESS
8.1 Whore of babylon, enclosed
garden with a hole in the fence
You are selling yourself to capital
All the kings of the world are at
your feet
8.4 You are europe, you are a
public garden
You are a flock of unbleached
teeth
The snake of eden escaped its
terrarium
Fortress europe, in your hard I
talk to myself inwardly
With forked tongue
Direct conservatism
And democratic social populism
Democratic indirect social
sociopathic
Right wing conservativeanarchism
8.13 Fair is foul and foul is fair
Miss europe

Goddess of commerce
The true stockholder
8.17 With bleached teeth you
appear more successful
And have 80% more chance to get
that job ... Keep that job
8.19 Your breasts are freedom
You are freedom
You are a whore
You are selling yourself
8.23 Did you escape the
revolution to sell yourself in the
land of the free?
8.24 She is a virgin she is a whore
she is a mother
She said: I am your pimp
Blessed are the aimless
Products of spiritual whoring
You are my child and our pet is a
mammon
She is a maid
She is self-sufficient
————————————————
9.1-10 YOUTH AND
THE SILKEN THREAD 7
9.1 Revenge against the ecstasy of
union and matter
Will not oblige the community
of all
Time weighs heavy on the copula
When it oozes into the shafts
The maiden will reign for a short
millenium
9.6 Later to be cursed by the plaster
And the mortar
And the broken columns of
nostalgia
The revenge of matter
Will weigh down the spirit of
the age

re-appears again
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But in different places now
Moment after moment
The division of the plane on the
surface
Becomes one with the image once
more
9.27-30 EPIPHANY 11
9.27 When a line is repeated
enough times, it forms a pillar
A pillar is the evocation of line
density
Though it had never escaped its
own infinity
The past has the endearing quality
of staying still
31-45 THE FUTURISTS AND
THE PAST-ISTS 3
9.31 Deception unwinds
Nature is a line
And veils are lifted
A pillar is a tree
9.35 Now the light is blinding
to those
Who have adjusted to the dark of
the night
Of the era of the day that is
passing
9.38 The war of the past-ists
And future-ists rages on
You can only be hostage of one or
the other
But the swap will happen on
neutral ground
9.42 There will be no reproduction
of time, now
There will be no production of
events
Events have passed, now
It was a fleeting moment
9.46-50 CONSCIOUSNESS 3

9.11-18 EPIPHANY 10
9.11 A clinical precision follows
When looking at these artefacts of
past-ness
Colour cannot exist in the dark
Neither can it exist in the past
Such are the variations of
peripheral vision
The present moment does not
disappear
But only enough colour exists
To tint a single moment at a time
9.19-26 YOUTH AND THE
SILKEN THREAD 8
9.19 Life re-emerges after all
The vibrance of before may appear
Division unites the image with
eternity
Until the moment the world

9.46 Order lies within the plane
A spirit descends as a bird of prey
Order is the dove and the owl
Consciousness unites
Nature is division
————————————————
10.1-61 SONG # 2 – REFUSAL
OF THE RETURN
10.1 Come home my son
The conservatives call
If the hero does not come home at all
Then there is home, for home
Is to return without a doubt
10.6 However, nostalgia
Has no extension
If there is an exit
This will be its sign

10.10 The liberalists will join
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the call
If a return is refused by one
Then there is no home for none
And mathematics will have failed
10.14 But a body needs another
body
Before it needs a head
And if there is an exit
Then this will be its sign
10.18 For their futurist nostalgia
The socialists will call you too
If you do not return then, well
There is no home, for home is you
Our future body and our future
sweat
10.23 But I see that all these
different bodies
Shall collapse into a single swarm
If there is a future
Then this will be its call
10.27 If an end is implied at the
start
And a return is always needed
The cycle’s future is made from
debt
And the journey is itself a house
From which the hero has never left
10.32 But an antipode can be
defeated
Simply by walking somewhere else
If there is to be an exit
Then this will be its sign
10.36 I shall not become
A hostage of a circle
I will follow back no threads
But with a simple cut
I shall leave behind my head
10.41 If because of this I am to fall
Dear Simonides
I will not call
For reassembly of the parts
10.45 By submitting to a memory
Of some hierarchy of things
And ratios since long decayed
A memory is not the place

————————————————
11.1-22 THE MONUMENTS
SPEAK 2 (CHAOS 6)
11.1 Benevolent goddess of stone
Brought to the surface from the
underworld
They are giants and they are
solemn
And hum like a stone the earth
would be torn to find
11.5 Now standing unaware that
Each thing drawn in space
Was the perfect collision of time
with matter
And of consciousness with chaos
11.9 Such goddesses understand
the tumult of the crowd
The ebb and flow of consciousness
Sometimes as a group
Sometimes as individual atoms
Knocked down they merge with
the earth
Arise to welcome the new regime
11.15 The phallus of history arises
We should be glad for the height
of the stone
As testament to something at least
11.18 Light comes back again
and again
Shadow burns image into film
Through tunnels in the brain
The image is this experience of
becoming blind
Light burns the surface of each
retina

10.53 Before the swarm unites
And looks forward into a single
tunnel
With a single head
Better reassemble blindly
Something that defies account
10.58 Choose this defiant monster
Over armoury or wall
If there is a future
Then this will be its call

13.14 How sorry they had been
When the house of guilt took its
seat
Amongst the temples that hover
In the valley of the spring
13.18 The elements will no longer
accept
The delirium of regret
Coated in sombre hues of nostalgia
13.21-24 EPIPHANY 12
13.21 The medium is always the
material
Within which time has happened
What is possible to remember
Other than time caught in the act
of disappearing?
13.25-39 FREEDOM TO LIVE 2
13.25 Accept your loss in the
garden of stone
By which ideas have laid their
bodies down
13.27 History is only this lost
moment
A brief escapade of realization
When all moments were secretly
united

11.23-28 EPIPHANY 12
11.23 What had technology ever
been other than this:
A mediated disruption to linearity
Borne from the all-over
Evenly distributed attention
Sweeping over the plains of
perception
Instead of the rain that may have
fallen
————————————————

10.49 Instead i see many
Unconnected pieces
If there is an exit
Then this will be its sign

13.9 How the people rejoice
When the toys of the sovereign
were put aside
And torture ruled too conflicting
For the delicate sensibility of the
new elite
Who sanitized their souls with
another religion

12.1-20 FREEDOM TO LIVE 1
13.1 This seduction must end
Space, time, consciousness and
chaos
Have frolicked on the playground
of ecstatic moments
Time as gotten drunk on matter
13.5 The analyst had fed off the
soul
And not the body
Feeding off the vessels that lead
to the heart
Like a drunken harpy

13.30 The season cannot be
stopped
The animals and the fish
All demand to be re-born once
more
13.33 Wake up virtues
You have slept too long
13.35 The hangover has begun by
the light of day
Another sunrise makes itself
known as the second sun
The shadows now multiply
There will be an eon to
contemplate
The second shadow of each thing
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